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The entire 2019-20 Biden candidacy and subsequent presidency
were predicated on a rotten Faustian bargain. A hale Joe Biden
would feign his aw-shucks, Joe from Scranton schtick. And an
ossified working-class Joe’s camouflage would get the hard
left elected—especially thanks to the changes in balloting
laws that often saw only 30 percent of the electorate voting
on Election Day in key states.

In exchange, the two narcissistic Bidens would bask in the
power and attention of the presidency. From the start, Jill
and  the  media  would  orchestrate  deep  cover  for  Joe’s
escalating dementia as well as the true intentions of the now-
in-power  radical  Democratic  Party  with  its  neo-socialist
agenda.  The  former  Obama  acolytes  would  get  their  long-
dreamed-of third presidential term. And this time they would
enact a truly radical agenda while their string puppet mumbled
to everyone that he was just old, familiar Joe working for the
middle class.

The problem, inter alia, with the ruse was that it was based
on  a  complete  lie  to  the  American  people.  Joe  Biden  was
nowhere  near  cognitively  competent.  He  could  not  campaign
“normally”  in  2020.  And  it  would  be  impossible  for  his
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dementia to go undetected even in the ceremonial duties of the
presidency for four, perhaps even eight, more years.

First, the new Obama agenda—hyperinflation, open borders, woke
crime theories, destroying deterrence abroad, green extremist
mandates—was further to the left of the American people than
in 2016.

And worse, it was nihilist and destructive. By the August 2021
Kabul withdrawal humiliation, Biden would never again win 50
percent approval from an increasingly exasperated public who
felt they had been had by the mannequin Scranton Joe and his
false 2020 calls for “unity” and “healing America.”

Second,  Joe  Biden,  senator,  vice  president,  quid-pro-quo
sudden multimillionaire, was never a “nice guy.”

His  (brief)  1984,  1988,  and  2020  presidential  runs  were
characterized by assorted gaffes, plagiarism, and racism (the
first “clean” and “articulate” black presidential candidate,
“junkie,” “you ain’t’ black,” and the corn-pop sagas).

He always displayed a short-fuse, mean streak (cf. his 1988
angry and falsified defense of his law school and stump speech
plagiarism) and bullying (his 2020 slurs of “fat,” “lying dog-
faced pony soldier,” etc.).

Biden’s scowls and outbursts grew as he seemed to come alive
only when slurring and slandering half the country as “semi-
fascists”  and  “ultra-MAGA”  deplorables.  So,  in  the  recent
debate, Biden at least admitted that he had written off half
the nation that voted for Trump.

Third, if Trump was an exaggerator, Biden was a long-time
mythologist, fabricating his bio, family history, and Trump’s
record (from the yarn about cannibals eating his uncle to
inheriting a completely unvaccinated country and 9 percent
hyperinflation in 2021).



Fourth, there was a creepy side to Joe Biden—from stories of
swimming nude in front of female Secret Service agents and the
Tara Reade days to his 2020 apologies for sexual buffoonery
and his fixations with pre-teen young girls, expressed by
embarrassing  crowd  call-outs  or  blowing  and  touching
“inappropriately”  their  hair,  shoulders,  and  necks.  Most
Washington women knew in advance to avoid Joe’s too-long hugs
and bizarre air blasts on their hair and ears.

In short, there were plenty of reasons why Joe Biden never got
far as a presidential candidate, given he was a blowhard,
cruel to people, a fabricator, of questionable ethics, and
eerily interested in young girls—a far cry from ol’ Joe from
Scranton, who, in a debilitated state, was supposed to offer
the moderate veneer to a Jacobin agenda.

And  now?  Biden’s  dementia  has  become  so  overt  and  so
impossible to hide that the entire “crooked deal” has blown
up. As a result, in the eleventh hour, there are very few
pathways to salvation—as there never are when everything is
birthed on a lie and its media-assisted cover-up.

Bidengate is far worse than Watergate. The media this time
around  was  not  exposing  the  wrongdoing  of  a  conservative
president  but  instead  serving  as  a  force  multiplier  in
deceiving the very American people it was supposed to inform.
“Democracy Dies in Deceit” is now the Washington Post’s de
facto motto.

Remember, the left is worried only that Biden is so challenged
that he cannot win an election. But they are not bothered that
he has no business continuing in his dementia as commander-in-
chief and putting the country in real danger each day he
occupies the oval office—a bitter paradox that is beginning to
infuriate the American people.

So, can Joe Biden just press ahead, sleep more, and fulfill
his Faustian obligations? Or is he not in a doom loop? The



more he rests, sleeps, and avoids the media, the more the
public considers him an inadequate, one-quarter president. Yet
the more he might welcome more exposure, interviews, press
conferences, debates and town halls, the more his ensuing
dementia becomes apparent to the public. So, his handlers
haggle over the choice between an ensconced virtual president
versus an all-too-real, obviously senile one.

Some House liberal presidential historians cite a failing FDR
in 1944 who was visibly ill during the campaign and from a
variety of serious ailments. They chirp in that Roosevelt
nevertheless mocked his critics, got reelected, and entered
his fourth term on January 20, 1945. But they forget; the end
of the story negates their very point. FDR dropped dead in
office, as his critics feared, just 11 weeks later, and as
historians seem to pass over.

What  if  Biden  does  an  FDR,  ignores  critics  and  runs—and
likewise somehow wins?

Unlike  a  failing  Biden,  had  FDR  not  given  into  intense
pressure from the Democratic donor class, the big-city machine
bosses, the Southern segregationists, and the liberal print
media, and thus had he not removed then-current Vice President
Henry Wallace as his running mate, then the wartime commander-
in-chief  overseeing  the  Okinawa  campaign,  the  Potsdam
Conference, the decision to drop the atomic bomb, and dealing
with an ascendant Joseph Stalin and the postwar Soviet Union
monster would have been socialist/communist President Henry
Wallace.

But  unlike  FDR,  Biden  still  has  no  plans  to  remove  Vice
President Kamala Harris. Most certainly, then, soon the next
president of the United States in 2025-6 will be an unelected
and more incompetent successor: President Kamala Harris. And
that thought terrifies seasoned Democrat donors, insiders and
politicos as much as it did in 1944.



More realistically, Biden is far more cognitively challenged
than FDR was in 1944. The chances that he will stay cogent for
the  next  five  months  and  win  the  election  are  quickly
vanishing. Even the Biden-inspired, now discredited lawfare
campaign against Trump has not just failed but boomeranged by
increasing Trump’s popularity.

And if a stubborn Biden stays on the ticket and more likely
loses,  he  will  destroy  what  is  left  of  the  vestigial
Democratic Party of the once triangulating Clintons. He will
forever discredit the old-boy hierarchy and final obstacle to
the full and overt manifestation of a Democrat, woke European-
socialist  party  of  Bernie  Sanders,  Elizabeth  Warren,  the
Squad, and the DEI caucuses.

Note  Biden  has  already  taken  down  with  him  most  of  the
Washington-New  York  media,  who  only  now  confess  they
participated  in  suppressing  real  evidence  of  Biden
dementia—and this from the same “journalists” who used to

insidiously shout “25th  Amendment”  during the Donald Trump
years.

Biden and the apparat that presses on with the current farce
might well lose more than the presidency—by losing both houses
of Congress and ensuring Trump an unobstructed legislative
trajectory to implement a complete reversal of the Obama-Biden
years.

Yet, if Biden should step down voluntarily, pundits have run
through  the  endless  ensuing  problematics.  They  are
considerable: will his successor be on the ballot in all 50
states? What will the Party’s leftist base do if the identity-
politics-selected Harris is pushed aside (and what will it do
if she is not and steps up to the presidency?).

And  how  would  a  successor  to  Biden  emerge  in  a  free-
delegate luche libre at a Chicago carnival convention, with
chaos  both  inside  the  convention  hall  and  a  more  violent



“Death to America!’ bedlam on the streets outside?

So given all these nihilist alternatives, the two Bidens’
choice for now is to bark at the public. They will insult
their own toadish media and deny the obvious. They will put
the country’s interest dead last and connive that Joe can
scowl, scold, lie, and yell at his critics—with not a care
that our enemies abroad will conclude this is a golden Biden
moment to do something stupid that may not come again.
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